What is the Red Ribbon Art Show?

The Red Ribbon Art Show ‘94 is an exciting new event sponsored by the HEA for World AIDS Day, which is an international initiative designed to expand and strengthen the worldwide effort to stop the spread of HIV and AIDS.

Leading artists have been invited to make a special work of art on paper for the Show. Their only brief - to include the Red Ribbon, the international symbol of AIDS awareness, in their creation. The Show includes contributions from Donna Grimes, Tim Head, Peter Howson, Patrick Hughes, John Keane, Andrew Logan, Gerard Morris, Stephen Mumberson, Susie Ray and Adrian Wisznieswki.

There is also a special section devoted to works by celebrities from all areas of the performing arts, the media, sport and public life. The Show offers visitors the chance to discover the hidden talents of stars and celebrities, including Darcey Bussell, Chris Evans, Sean Hughes, Mark Lamarr, Joanna Lumley, Richard O’Brien, Red or Dead, Nick Ross and Toyah Wilcox.

All the pictures in the Red Ribbon Art Show ‘94 are for sale by continuous auction. Each piece has a reserve price marked on it and potential buyers can leave a higher bid. At the end of the Show all works will be sold to the highest bidders above reserve price.

The Show has a wonderful variety of ingenious and stimulating interpretations of the Red Ribbon in an enormous selection of media - everything from crayon and pastel through to lipstick and flattened drinks cans!